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Tony Swainston will be presenting at the 16th Annual Thinking & Learning Conference in Melbourne.
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INSTITUTE DAY — THURSDAY 16 MAY 2019
THE IMPORTANCE OF EMOTIONAL INTELLIGENCE FOR LEADERSHIP EXCELLENCE IN SCHOOLS
Emotional Intelligence (EI) is, in essence, the ability to understand your effect on others and to manage that, and yourself, accordingly. 
Daniel Goleman’s fi ndings, back in 1998, indicated that EI contributes 80% to 90% of the competencies that distinguish outstanding 
leaders from average leaders. This one-day institute will invite you to question how much EI plays a part in your own life and, ultimately, 
in the success of your school. Our work life is full of challenges and deadlines which we are expected to meet. Problems caused by 
pressure, communication and an unclear vision can signifi cantly hold us back. In addition, colleagues that we work with may lack 
confi dence, feel demotivated and experience anxiety at times, and we may grow to anticipate and expect this as “just part of life in a 
school”. But, as Tony will make clear, it is Emotional Intelligence that can make a real difference to our daily lives and the level of success 
and enjoyment we experience. 

SESSION 1: The Importance of EI for Leadership in Schools and School Success 
• Ask: Why is EI important to you in your role in a school?
• Ask: What exactly is EI?
• Learn how EI fi ts in with the six styles of leadership.
• Understand the impact of EI on effective leadership.
• Assess your own EI with a questionnaire.
• Undertake review and actions.

SESSION 2: The Nature of Great Leadership and Emotional Intelligence
• Understand the actions of great leaders.
• Learn how to develop self-awareness, the fi rst and fundamental building block of EI.
• Learn how to develop self-management, the second building block of EI.
• Undertake review and actions.

SESSION 3: Leading Others through Effective EI
• Learn what empathy, the third building block of EI, is and how to develop it.
• Learn how to lead and developing others, the fourth building block of EI.
• Discover the importance of active listening skills.
• Learn how to motivate effectively through autonomy, mastery and purpose (AMP).
• Undertake review and actions.



Resources
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CODE TITLE PRICE  QTY

CRH6425 A Mindset for Success $35.95  

TOTAL (plus freight) $

INVOICE 
m  Please invoice school/institution (of�cial purchase order must be supplied)

Purchase order number:  ______________________________________________

CREDIT CARD   
m School/organisation credit card   m Personal credit card

m Visa   m Mastercard   m Amex (4% surcharge)

Card number:   

Amount: $ ________  Expiry date: _____   CVV: _____  

Signature:  ___________________________________________________________

CHEQUE   
m Cheque – Make cheque payable to Hawker Brownlow Education

Yes I would like to receive email communications about products and offerings 
from Hawker Brownlow Education. I understand that I can unsubscribe at any time.

Attention ............................................. Order Number ..............................

Name of School .........................................................................................

Address .....................................................................................................

..........................................  State ....................P/Code .............................

Country  .....................................................................................................

Email: .........................................................................................................

TERMS OF TRADE
• Prices are quoted in Australian dollars ($AUD) and include GST
• All prices are subject to change without notice.
• Full money-back guarantee.
•  We do realise it is difficult to order sight unseen. To assist you in your selection, please visit our website <www.

hbe.com.au>. Go to ‘Browse Books’ and most titles will give you the option to view the first few pages of the 
book. Click ‘View Contents’ on your selected book page.

•  Freight costs are determined at Australia Post rates, with a minimum delivery charge of $9.50 within Australia and 
$15.00 for New Zealand for each order.

• Please provide your street address for delivery purposes.

FRIDAY 17 MAY 2019 
SESSION 1: The Impact that Self-Theories Have on 
Learning and Personal Development

• Learn about using the 4MAT system and KASH.
• Undertake self-reflection with the Carol Dweck questionnaire.
• Discover why having a growth mindset is important for 

academic and personal development.
• Leave with a whole-school approach to influencing the 

mindsets of students.
• Learn about the Rosenthal and the Pygmalion Effect.
• Undertake review and actions.

SESSION 2: The Power of the Words We Use and 
Their Impact on Our Reticular Activating System 
(RAS)

• Learn about good and bad praise.
• Discover more about the language we use that is effective 

and priming impacts.
• Learn about operating your RAS and impacting on the RAS 

of each student.
• Practise using mindset revealers – good, bad and modify.
• Undertake review and actions.

SESSION 3: Using Our Brains as Educators
• Learn why brain and mind matters, and what we as educators, 

and students, should know.
• Practise effective feedback.
• Learn what the research says is the most important thing 

that parents can do.
• Take on board the locus of control (LOC).
• Learn how to be a positive classroom wizard.
• Undertake review and actions.

SATURDAY 18 MAY 2019 
SESSION 1: The Fundamentals of Coaching

• Understand the purpose of the training and what you want 
to get from it.

• Discover what coaching is and what it isn’t.
• Observe the spectrum of skills.
• Practise silent coaching.
• Address the challenges involved in coaching in schools and 

how to overcome them.
• Explore Coaching Tool 1: The GROW model.

SESSION 2: The Benefits of Coaching in Your School 
• Discover the benefits to schools of developing a coaching 

culture.
• Practise great coaching questions using the question bank.
• Learn the power of listening, why it works and why we don’t 

often do it so well.
• Experience an attitudinal shift.
• Discover the link between coaching and emotional 

intelligence.
• Practise Coaching Practice 1. 
• Reflect on coaching practice.

SESSION 3: Using Our Brains as Educators
• Implementing coaching in your classroom or the whole 

school.
• Explore Coaching Tool 2: The Balance-Wheel.
• Explore Coaching Tool 3: Values. 
• Practise Coaching Practice 2.
• Reflect on coaching practice.
• Discuss questions and answers.
• Create a plan of action.

A MINDSET FOR SUCCESS
It is critical for schools to move away from the 
many talent and IQ myths that presently exist 
and to stop categorising students in a way 
that damages their ability to grow and develop. 
A Mindset for Success outlines key practical 
steps that can be taken in order to do just this, 
building instead a growth mindset culture in all 
classrooms and across schools. Crucially, Tony 
Swainston explains how a mindset for success 
can benefit everyone, giving more meaning to 

learning that, in turn, brings greater fulfilment for teachers and pupils.   

CRH6425


